
 

Membrana Media's guide on how to create a successful
video monetisation strategy for publishers

Video monetisation has become an essential strategy for content creators and publishers to generate revenue from their
online content. With the right approach, you can effectively monetise your videos and maximise your earnings. This article
will guide you through the process of creating a successful video monetisation strategy, concept of video monetisation, and
Membrana Media as a key player in the video monetisation landscape.

Video monetisation involves generating revenue from video content by leveraging advertising or other revenue models. The
primary objective is to turn the viewership and engagement on videos into tangible financial returns. This can be achieved
through different methods, including pre-roll ads, etc.

Guide to successful video monetisation for publishers

To create a successful video monetisation strategy, consider the following steps:

Step 1: Define your goals and audience
Clearly define your goals for video monetisation. Determine whether you aim to maximise ad revenue or drive product
sales. Additionally, understand your target audience to align your monetisation strategy with their preferences and
interests.

Step 2: Choose the right video content production platform
Investing in video content production platforms is crucial for publishers aiming to create high-quality, engaging videos.
These platforms provide tools for enabling publishers to deliver compelling content to their audiences. By producing
captivating videos, publishers can attract more viewers and increase monetisation opportunities.

Step 3: Implement programmatic video advertising
Integrate programmatic video advertising into your strategy. Utilise programmatic advertising to manage and sell your ad
inventory effectively. Leverage targeting capabilities and data-driven insights to maximise ad performance and revenue.

Step 4: Optimise video player and ad placement
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Optimise the video player and ad placement to enhance user experience and engagement. Choose a video player that
supports various ad formats, provides seamless integration, and offers advanced analytics. Strategically place ads at key
moments within your videos to capture viewer attention without causing disruptions.

Step 5: Produce engaging and valuable content
To attract and retain viewers, it is essential to produce engaging and valuable video content. Create content that aligns with
your target audience's interests and preferences. Focus on delivering educational, entertaining, or informative videos that
provide value to your viewers. Consistency is key, so establish a regular video publishing schedule to keep your audience
engaged.

Step 6: Monitor performance and adjust strategy
Regularly analyse the performance of your video ads using the reporting and analytics tools provided by your
programmatic platform. Identify areas for improvement, optimise ad placements, and refine your targeting strategies to
maximise revenue.

Video content production platforms

Video content production platforms play a crucial role in the video monetisation ecosystem. These platforms provide tools,
resources, and infrastructure to produce, edit, and distribute their video content. They often offer additional features like
analytics, monetisation options, and audience engagement tools.

Membrana Media: Innovating video monetisation

Membrana Media is a content video production platform that provides video monetisation solutions for publishers and help
optimise their video ad revenue. Membrana Media offers advanced solutions for programmatic video advertising and yield
optimisation.

By leveraging artificial intelligence, Membrana Media optimises video ad delivery, targeting, and pricing in real-time. It
maximises the value of video ad inventory by connecting publishers with premium demand sources and advertisers.
Through its user-friendly interface, publishers can easily manage and monitor their video monetisation efforts, gaining
insights into performance metrics and revenue generation.

Membrana Media's key features include:

Revenue optimisation: Membrana Media's solution is designed to help South African publishers maximise their
revenue potential by effectively monetising their video content. We employ programmatic advertising to ensure
publishers receive the highest possible ad rates, enabling them to capitalise on the competitive advertising prices



In conclusion, video monetisation offers publishers a lucrative avenue to generate revenue from their online content.
Programmatic video advertising and video content production platforms play significant roles in the monetisation process.
Membrana Media, with its innovative video monetisation solutions, empowers publishers to optimise their ad revenue and
capitalise on the growing demand for video content.
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prevailing in the market.

Enhanced video player: Elevate your video content with Membrana Media's advanced and customisable video
player. Our seamless integration ensures a branded and user-friendly experience, seamlessly blending with your
website's design. Say goodbye to clunky players and deliver visually cohesive and captivating videos to your
audience.

Tailored video content: Our solution empowers publishers to publish customised videos that are perfectly aligned
with the content of their website. This personalisation ensures that the content remains relevant and resonates with the
audience, leading to higher viewer retention and increased user satisfaction. By leveraging video ads within their
content, publishers can enhance user engagement and provide a more interactive and immersive experience.

Experienced production team: At Membrana Media, we boast a dedicated team that specialises in crafting high-
quality videos tailored specifically for your website. We ensure a seamless integration with your design, resulting in a
visually appealing and cohesive user experience. With this solution, publishers can enjoy a flexible implementation of
video ads on their website, tailored to their specific needs.
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